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When a new NASA satellite spots evidence of an astonishingly rare object buried deep in the Arctic

ice, the floundering space agency proclaims a much-needed victory...a victory that has profound

implications for U.S. space policy and the impending presidential election. With the Oval Office in

the balance, the President dispatches White House Intelligence analyst Rachel Sexton to the Milne

Ice Shelf to verify the authenticity of the find. Accompanied by a team of experts, including the

charismatic academic Michael Tolland, Rachel uncovers the unthinkable: evidence of scientific

trickery -- a bold deception that threatens to plunge the world into controversy.  But before Rachel

can contact the President, she and Michael are attacked by a deadly team of assassins controlled

by a mysterious power broker who will stop at nothing to hide the truth. Fleeing for their lives in an

environment as desolate as it is lethal, their only hope for survival is to find out who is behind this

masterful ploy. The truth, they will learn, is the most shocking deception of all.  In his most thrilling

novel to date, bestselling author Dan Brown transports readers from the ultrasecret National

Reconnaissance Office to the towering ice shelves of the Arctic Circle, and back again to the

hallways of power inside the West Wing. Heralded for masterfully intermingling science, history, and

politics in his critically acclaimed thriller Angels & Demons, Brown has crafted another novel in

which nothing is as it seems -- and behind every corner is a stunning surprise. Deception Point is

pulse-pounding fiction at its best. --This text refers to the Paperback edition.
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"Deception Point" opens in Washington, DC, during a tight Presidential campaign. The incumbent, a

man of strong principles, is a major NASA supporter. His opponent, who is basing his campaign on

turning NASA into a private, non-governmental agency, thus saving the US taxpayer billions of

dollars annually, is way up in the polls. He is also accepting enormous illegal campaign

contributions from private aerospace companies who have billions to gain from the privatization of

NASA. After many failures & much spending, NASA is badly in need of a success.Then a NASA

satellite detects a large, high-density rock buried 200 feet below the Milne Ice Shelf on Ellesmere

Island, high in the Arctic Circle. NASA scientists determine the rock to be a meteor containing fossils

proving that life exists elsewhere in the universe.To verify the authenticity of the find, the White

House sends a team of independent experts to the NASA habisphere, built over the meteor in the

Arctic Circle. One of these experts is the intelligence analyst Rachel Sexton, the daughter of

Senator Sedgewick Sexton. Senator Sexton is the man running for election against the President of

the United States. The plot thickens.Rachel, while in the Arctic, uncovers what could be scientific

trickery - an incredible deception that could cause political and scientific upheaval and cost the

President his bid for re-election. When she & her colleagues attempt to investigate further, they are

plunged into life threatening danger. To escape assassination they flee for their lives. Their only

hope for survival is to discover who is behind this extraordinary plot and expose the truth.Dan Brown

has proven to be one of the top writers in the suspense-thriller genre.

After reading the INCREDIBLE 'Da Vinci Code' and the equally exciting 'Angels & Demons' I figured

I couldn't go wrong with 'Deception Point' and I was 100% RIGHT. Dan Brown is fast becoming one

of my all-time favorite authors.After becoming familiar with Brown's religious thrillers, I was

pleasantly surprised to find out that 'Deception Point' was entirely different--but JUST as much fun.

If you enjoy stories about conspiracies that are as big as they come, this story is definitely for

YOU.Rachel Sexton works for the Intelligence Community compiling information for the President.

The odd twist in this story is that we are coming up on election time and the man poised to snatch

the White House from under the feet of current President Zach Herney is none other than Rachel's

own estranged Father, Senator Sedgewick Sexton. It takes some time to figure out who is indeed

the bad guys in this tale--and trust me, you will probably be wrong anyway--but finding out certainly

IS a great deal of the fun here. Rachel is contacted by the President and asked to confirm for his

current staff the existence of a Meteor found near the Top of the World. Not just ANY Meteor, either.

At first Rachel is stunned that the President would be so forward and ask this of the daughter of his

biggest rival. Senator Sexton has been THE single largest thorn in the side of NASA because of



their chronic overspending and multi-billion dollar failures--screw-up's that have cost the American

taxpayers dearly over the years. President Herney has been one of NASA's biggest supporters,

much to his own detriment in the polls lately. Rachel actually HAS been chosen specifically because

of her relationship to his rival to make this report.
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